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ABSTRAC7 
In this paper, we propose a theoreticai framework in which possibilistic logic 
cart be uniformly used to treat uncertainty associated with production rules, 
when knowledge is represerned ia either of the fonnalisms: logic, frames and 
sernantie nets. This model is being implemented in the uncertainty module of 
a tool designed to allow the construction of expert systern shells. The tool is 
capable of handling the above three knowledge representation forrnalisms, 
forward and backward contrai strategies, and several confiei resolution 
methods. These features are collected together to cornpose expert system 
shells adapted to Lhe characteristics and complexity levei of the target 
problem. 

L Introduction 
pert Systems technology wa.s Lhe first commercial achievement of Artificial Intelligence. In a 

years, expert systems made their way from research laboratories to industry, stock market, 
hospitais, pnblic administration and nowadays there are expert system implementations ia 
ahnost all knowledge fields. 

To facilitate the development of an expert system it is important to have available an expert 
em shell adapted to the problern to be solved. An expert system sheil is an "empty" expeli 

gritem, i.e. a knowledge representation language and an inference engine. The degree of 
adaptation of such a shell to a given problem depeneLs on the type of knowledge representation 
aaguage available: logic, frames, semantic fieis, or other similar formalisrns. 

After chosing Lhe suitable shell, Lhe next step is to code the probiem domain knowledge into 
*e shell's knowledge representation language. This task, known as knowledge acquisition, is 
tbe most important bottleneck ia Lhe expert system development activity. Besides Lhe inherent 
ifficulties of extracting Lhe expertise hiden inside expert brains and representing it ia an 
**Beja] fonnalism, it should be taken jato account that this expertise, ia many cases, is not a 
~rad, complete and coherent body of knowledge, but is usually pervaded with noise, 
laertainty and inconsistency. To represent this "fess than certain" knowledge, it is necessary 

embedded into Lhe knowledge representativa language, some uncertaitny forrnalisrn is 
zrailable. 

Several approaches have been proposed to deal with uncertain knowledge ia Lhe last years. 
Scene are purely symbolic, others make use of numbers to quantify uncertainty; some are more 
gamai, others are lesa formalized. From Lhe expert system development point of view, it is 
=portant that Lhe adopted uncertainty model be easy to understand by domain experts, ia such 
a way that Lhe infonnations provided by them correspond as dosely as possible to their 
eleitions. Orle of such modela is Lhe possibilistic framework, in which numerical quantification 

esed as a way of ordering competing hypothesis. lis main operations are Lhe minimum and 
lhe maximum, which makes it fairly easy to be dealt with from the developer point of view, and 
Micose comprehension do not require any special mathematical skills from Lhe average user. 

In this paper, we present Lhe initial configuration of the uncertainty martagement module of a 
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tool designed to allow Lhe construction of customized expert system shells according to the levei 
of complexity of Lhe target problem. "flie too], called Fase 1Mar 921 IBM 92), is capable of 
handling three knowledge representation formalisrns logic, frames and semantic nets. The 
maio contribution of the paper is the proposal of an environrnent where possibilistic logic PL1 
can be uniformly used to treat uncertainty associated with production rufes and knowledge 
represented in each of the Icnowledge representation formalisms provided by the tool. 

This papei- is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present system Fase, briefly describing 
its main features. In Section 3 we give a short description of the knowledge representation 
paradigms used ia the toai. Section 4 constitutes the main subject of this paper, exposing the 
treatrnent of uncertainty ia the tool lt brietly reviews the main concepts in possibility theory 
and possibilistic logic PL1, and then shows how Lhe possibilistic paradigm is used ia our tool 
when Lhe knowledge in an application is represented in logic, ft-ames and semantie nets. 

Section 5 brings Lhe conclusion. 

2. General Deseription of the Tool 
The tool architecture includes two management modules - the tool interface and Lhe shell 
generator - and three package libraries - Lhe kemel, the knosvledge acquisition interface, and the 
expert system interface. Each package library consista of a set of Lisp function packages that 
can be used as building blocks to implement an expert system shell. This architecture is 
presented in Hg. 1. 

Fig. 1 - Tool Architedurc 

The use of Lhe tool is dividecl in three phases : 
i) Lhe usei- interacts with the too!' interface, choosing his shell specifications from menus, 
ii) Lhe specifications are used by Lhe shell generatar to select, from the package libraries, Lhe 
packages containing Lhe functions needed to build an expert system shell satisfying Lhe 
specifications. These packages are integrated in a stand alone system, which is then optirnized 
in order to elirninate unnecessary tests, and linally compiled. 
iii)Lhe cornpiled version of Lhe specified shell and the knowledge accplisition package are used 
to develop an expert system to solve the interided problem. 

An expert system shell generated by Lhe tool consist of the following modules: knowledge 
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-..epre , entation, uncertainty management, control strategy, conflict resolution, rale base 
wartager, expert system interface, and knowledge acquisition interface (see Fig. 1). Ali these 
i!erns, except the knowledge acquisition interface, compose the inference motor of lhe expert 
watems that cm be generated using that shell. 

To build a shell, the user chooses as many knowledge representation models as he wishes. 
- _ there chooses an uncertainty model, a control strategy, and a conflict resolution mechanism. 
Cased on these choices the tool itself specifics lhe remaining iterns and builds the shell 
arreupon. An expert system generated by this shell consista of lhe inference motor and a 
linowledge base generated by lhe interaction between a knowledge engineer and lhe knowledge 

isition interface of lhe shell (see Fig. 1). 

3- Knowledge Represeatation ia the Tool 
lhe knowledge contained in the knowledge base of an expert system,  generated by lhe tool is 

acoded in mies of the type if <expression> then <expression>. Each expression is a 
cuction of items, each of which n-tay be either a graphical comand or a term representing a 
"lixe of knowledge, encoded in a knowledge representation model (logic, frames, etc...). How 
ir terms are classilied and interpreted depends on the knowledge representation formalism 

and ou lhe contrai strategy adopted. A typical rale of an image classification expert system 
1 : 

If the texture of region x is of type ti then xis a bear soil region, 
a a cycle, when forward-chaining is used, Lhe telt hand side of lhe rale is matched against lhe 
;aos known to lhe system and a list of valid substitutions is returned. Each substitution is 
appiied to lhe rtight-hand side of the tule, generating a new fact. 

Each of lhe knowledge representation formalisms dealt with in Lhe tool is defined by a formal 
aaguag e , a reasonin g rnechanism, and an interface between the forrnalism and the rale bases. 
In 

 
lis present version lhe boi deals with 3 paradigms : logic, frames [Min 75] and setnantic neta 

68. In this work we concentrate ou the first two paradigma. 
T;',e logical fortnalism consists of a coilection of independent facts and is thus adequate to 

inssvhere the knowledge is largely unstructured. The maio drawback of the formalism is 
isr inefficiency of the inference method: automatic deduction. The tool manipulates rales 
aStten in both propositional and first-order logic. The facts however can only be propositional 
ar gnounded formulae. In this formalism rule- 1 is represented by : 

If (Texture(x, ti)) then (Bear-soil(x)), 
ute-e x is a variable, ti is a eonstant and Texture and Bear-soil are predicates. 

Tbeframe forrnalism [Min 75] consista of a hierarchy of data structures called frames. Each 
irame is composed of a set of slots to which values can be associakd. These values can be 
=titmer any relevant inforrnation about the concept represented by lhe frame, or another trame. 

cient inferenee meehanisms are integrateel into lhe formalism: inheritance tbrough lhe frame 
aerarchy, faceta that contrai lhe type of value adequate for each slot, default values that can be 
Rani when no information is available, procedural attachment to allow lhe execution of externai 
-inc-tions. lhe formalism is adequate to taxonornically structured domains where lhe inheritance 
=.hanism can be efficiently explored. Here Tule- I is represented by : 

If (x (texture tl )) 1h eu (x (ciass bear-soil)), 
Irlierex is a variable to be matcbed with a frarne,texture and cia,ss are slots of x, with values 

and bear-soil respectively. 
A setPtarttic net [Qui 68] is a modei for lhe human associative memory, consisting of a sei of 

aede3 connected by edges. The forrnalism does not dispase of a general agreed-mi sernantics: 
ale :Iodes cm be used to represent concepts, predicates, objects, etc..., and the edges are 
auciated to arbitrary binary relations between the nodes. The main inference mechanism in 
ineentic nets is inheritance through the net and network matching. We represent rule-1 in this 

llsm by 
If (x is-a texture-t 1 ) then (x is-a region-bear-soil). 

mirre x, te.vture-t1 and region-bear-soil are nades, and is-a are links in a semantic net. 
Differently from frame inheritance, semantic nets ailows for explicit exception links resulting 

• much more complex inheritance algorithrns (e.g. lhe skeptical inheritanee algorithm [TRT 
111). This is usually dons through lhe introduction of negative links. For instance, we couid 
ame rule of the forrn 
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If (x is-not-a texture-t1) then (x is-nota region-bear-so11). 
where is-not-a is a negativo link. 

The semantic nets formalisin is also adequate for taxonomically structured dormias, but its 
expressivity is higher because of lhe fact that lhe inheritance hierarchy is represented by a 
graph, allowing multiple inheritance, and the possibility of representing exceptions. 

4. The Treatement of Uneertainty in the Tool 
All the pieces of knowledge given to the system, - lhe rides extracted from experta and lhe facts 
forwarded by lhe user may be inherently pervaded with uncertainty. On lhe other hand, 
several knowledge representation models rnay coexist in a single application. The uncertainty 
modela furnished by the tool should then be suei as to deal with different knowledge 
representation modela in a uniform manner. Moreover, these models should be of fairly easy 
cornprehension by lhe average experts, knowledge engineers and expert system users. 
Possibility theory is such a ;nadei. In lhe following we present lhe possibilistic framework and 
how it is used in our boi. 

4.1. The Possibilistie Paradigm 
Possibility theory rZad 781 [DP 881 is one of lhe most significant paradigms used ia the 
treatment of uncertainty. In this frautework, what is known about the value of variables or 
about the existing relations between variables is represented by means of possibility 
distributions. Namely, if X is a variable taking its values in a domain 	then a possibility 
distribution nx attached to X, is a mapping frorn X to the interval [0,11. For any given value x 
in 	ux(x) reflects to what extent it is possible that X = x. The normalization eondition whist:h 
is usually applied to ,ux is supxeDe nx(x) = 1. This eondition expresses that at least one value 
ia X is considered as completely possible for X (exhaustiveness of the domam), and it allows 
that distinct values in C be simultaneously regarded as completely possible. 

From a possibility distribution ax ou ,7e we derive a possibility measure ri and a necessity 
measure N, which are mappings from Lhe subsets of De to [0,11 fDPL 91]. A possibility 
tneasure is defined as V A c De, n (A) = sup {n(w) I w E A}, and expresses to what extend 
there is a value u e A that naay stand as a value of x. A necessity measure is the dual set 
funetion of ri, and is defined by V A c De, N(A) = 1 - n(-1A) = 	- ar(w) / w E -A}, 
where 	stands for the complement of A in 	N(A) (respec. fl(A)) quantifica how mude 
lhe available evidence supports (respec. does not contradict) Lhe hypothesis that A contains the 
real value of X. 

A possibility distribution ux 	defined on a Cartesian product Xi x... x X. 
expresses a dependency relation between lhe vartables X1, ..., X n. For instance, a distributiom 
ux hx2 could be used to represent the dependencie,s between two variables X and Y, expressed 

ia lhe ride of thumb if X = A then Y = B, where A and B are fuzzy sets*. Here, nxi,x2(x1, • 
is lhe fuzzy set of lhe more or lesa possible values of X2, when X1 -= xt. 

We can deduce information from a knowledge base about the value of a variable of intennt 
using a general procedure known as the conjunction/projection method [Zad 791, which jointl; 
constrains a set of variables. Namely, let be lhe possibility distributions representing 
lhe possible values of lhe variables XI, ..., X n  ; if nothing is known about the value of X I . 
then rxi(xi) = 1, V x1  E ,5e;. Let R1,..., Rip be possibility distributions defined on universes 

* The main difference between a "classical" sei and a fuzzy set [Zad 781, in mathematical terms, is that ha a 
"classical" sei wc make use of a function jc 	-> (O, 1),as its characteristic function, whereus a fuzzy set 
defined through a function 	-> [O, 11. informalty, ais etement of a tntiverse of discourse eithcr helongs 
noi to a "classical" sei, but it cais "more or lesa" belong to a fuzzy set. Wc very often define a possibilts 
distribution frorn a fuzzy set. For inslance, if ali we know about John's height is that heis mil. we cais use de 
fuzzy sei as tire pctssibility distribution ofJohn's height, i.e. we malte trheight = ffiaIl 
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arity larger than 1, represented by the (fuz,zy) relations stated ia Lhe knowledge base between 
variables. Each Rj  is thus defined on Lhe Cartesian product of the domains Dek's of Lhe 
variables Xk invoIved ia the relationship represented by R. Then the conjunction/projection 
nethod consists in : 

performing the combination 

= min(mini=1,n 3L ,  minj=1,rn nR.1) 

which is the least restrictive possibility distribution for Lhe tuple (XI, ..., X II) compatible with 
dl Lhe constraints ; 

projecting Lhe result 7t*x i,...,xn on the domain(s) of the variable(s) we are interested ia for 
testance we get for X, 

V xi E 	TrXi(Xi) 	UPi--1,11, JA Ir*X1,....XDO( 1 ,  • 	Xri) 

For example, Ict us suppose we have ia the knowledge base a possibility distribution on the 
eattesian product of XI and X", represented by Lhe fuzzy relation Rj. Relation Rj may have 
¡leen generated by a production rule of Lhe type II Xj = Aj then X2 = A2, where A1 and A" 
are fuzzy seis on the possible values of X1 and X". Let us also suppose that we have a 
eassibility distribution 7rx representing our knowledge about variable Xj. Then the 
enejunction/projection method will yield a possibility distributionnx2, which is a function of 

i  and R. The successive use of the propagation process ou the relations in lhe knowledge 
will yield a result that takes into account ali Lhe information ia Lhe knowledge base. 

The development of Possibility Theory gave use to a non-standard logie, called necessity- 
vaIned logic IDPL 911, or PL1. r this Logic, to each first-order formula cp, representing a 
eatement ia a knowledge base, we associate a constraint N(cp) 2 a, where N is a necessity 
mccasure. The constraint N(q) a in PL1 is represented by Lhe pair (q" a), called a necessity- 
wedued formula (nvf). The quantity a is called the valuation of formula cp. In necessity-valued 

igic we make extensive use of Lhe following properties : 

N(cpv -4cp) = 
N(q)AI) = rnin(N(cp), N(V)) 
N(cpvip) max(N(cp), N(v)) 
ifq=ipthen N(tp) N(9) 

• PL1, Lhe graded modus panem [DPL 911, introduced in IDP 881, replaces Lhe classical 
-,x1us ponens rule: 

(q)  et), (4) ' 11) IS) 1- 	min(a, 

Ure -> denotes Lhe classical logical implication. 

4.2 Logic PIÁ and lhe production rale formalism 
Vbe use of iogic PL1 in Lhe rufes formalism of the tool is quite straighforward, independently of 
she knowledge representation mode!. Let us suppose that we have a set of n facts til, and a rule 

= 1f TI and T2 and ... and then Ipj and ... and ipk, where both the facts and the rule are 
penaded with uncertainty, represented ia Lhe possibilistic paradigm. Let us suppose that for 
ema fact q we have N(q4) 2 ai. The facts can then represented by n nvfs (q4 ai). Let us 
zeppo se that for rufe R we have N(R) p. Rule R stands in fact for k forrnulae 

qb 	p), 1 isk, one for each conclusion i. 

	

Using Lhe n facts referenced in the premise, we obtain a global nvf 	qh a), where 
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a =- inf 15.jn  aj. Since these facts match the ieft hand side of the rales generated from R we 
obtain as result k nvfs (vj min(ct, ft)), 1i k,. If the use of severa! mies yields m nvfs 

61), 1 s 1 s na, for a given conclusion v, the final global nv -f relative to v will be (V õ), 

where h.= sup td oi  
In what it refers to facts, the treatment of uncertainty using PL1 yields no problem when Lhe 

facts are represented ia logic. Indeed, we only have to represent each fact by a nvf (v a), and 
build Lhe knowledge base with only the meaningful ones, i.e. those where a> O. In knowledge 
representation models ia which Lhe concept of inheritance is present, such as frames and 
semantic nets, Lhe treatrnent of facts is not se simpie. 

4.3 The Use of Possihilistic Logic in Franaes 
We show below how Lhe logic PL1 was used in the frame forrnalism, ia our system. We 
consider that uncertainty ia this formalism has three ways of manifestation. 

The first manisfestation of uncertainty to be dealt with is how much we believe ia the value 
attached to a given slot in a given frame. In other words, it concems how much we believe that 
ao objet has a certain property. For instance, we have to find a way of stating that although all 
birds are oviparous, not ali of them are capable of flying. 

I4ere, we propose to simply attach a pair (c a) to a slot s in a frame f, where c is the value 
of c ia f, and a is a valuation ia logic PL1. This is represented by the nvf (q:(f,s,e) a), rneaning 
that there is a necessity of at least a that off,s,c) = "the value of slot s of frame f is c" is true. 
For instaura, for the bird problem presented above, we could attach tire nvf (oviparous 1) to tire 
slot "reproduction" ia fratne rbird", and a nvf (True .9) for the slot "flies". 

The second manifestation of uneertainty refers to how much we believc that a frame g 
inherits ali Lhe properties of its father frame f, which are not explieitly specified in g itself. la  
other words, it refers to how much a elass is a true sub-class of another une. For instance, 
when constructing a frame structure concerning elephants, we may not be eompletely sura that 
Ciyde is really a gray elephant, although it is our best guess. On tire other hand, we cannot state 
that ali circus elephants are royai elephants, although most of them are se. Note that these two 
cases characterize distinct kinds of uncertainty (Lhe first one is more a matter of personal beber, 
the second one is derived fruiu statistics). I4ere, however, we give them an uniform treatment 

We deal with the second manifestation of uncertainty by attaching a valuation to each link 
between two frarnes. This is done ia Lhe following manner. In each frame g with father f, we 
create a slot so = "father" which represents ia fact the link between frames f and g. To slot sr 
in g we then attach Lhe pair (f a), where a is the valuation on the link between f and g. 
Formally, this is represented by the nvf (q:(g,so,f) a(j), meaning that there is a neeessity of at 
least ao that egg,so,f)= "frame g inherits Lhe attributs of frame f' is true. 

Finally, the third manifestation of uncertainty refers to the rales in tire knowledge base. We 
will see further on that the valuation attached to a mie will influence the valuations ia Lhe siais 
referenced ia Lhe conclusion of the rale. 

4.3.1 Search of the Value of a Slot 
We now discuss how we obtain the value and valuation concenting a given slot and frame. For 
that, we need some more notation. Let U be Lhe set of all the frarnes that exist ia a giveat 
moment of Lhe processing of an application. Let g be a frame in U. Then 

. S(g) is Lhe set of slots ia g. 
F(g) is tire family of g defined by : 
i) g E F(g), 
ii) if h E F(g), and k E is tire father 
of h, then k e F(g). 
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First of ali, let us recall Lhe basic mechanism of inheritance in Lhe freme paradigna, when no 
ancertainty is involved. A slot s concerning a particular freme f will not be created ou a frame g 
descending from f, unless Lhe user so specifies explicitly. If g does not have slot s, Lhe value 
for s in g is Lhe same as the value for s in f, i.e. the value in g is "inherited" from f. 

When logic PLI is used ia Lhe freme paradigm, we adopt the following solution for the 
problem of inheritance. Three situations are possible, when we search Lhe pair (value valuation) 

'a slot s on a frame g: 
s is a slot of g, i.e. s E S(g). 

ia this case the system simply yields Lhe pair (c a) attached Los in g. For instance, in Fig. 2, Lhe 
system yields Lhe value "forest" and valuation .9 as the answer to the question "what is the type 
ar area-1 7". 

Fig. 2 - Frames in an iinage elassificaeon 
application 

s is not a slot of g, but s belongs to a frame h ia Lhe family of g, i.e. s E SUL 
Is E F(g), 
1.0 (c a) be Lhe pair attached to s ia h. In this case Lhe system yields c as the value, but Lhe 
ingnaiion will take into account not only a but also ali Lhe valuations ou Lhe links between g and 
a. represented by the slot so "father". Let (Ice i  yoj) be the pair attached to slot so ia frame i. 

Formally, Lhe system yields Lhe pair (c min(a, y)), where y = min , E Rg)  _ F01)  yo,. For 
letance, ia Fig. 2 Lhe system yields Lhe value "forest" and valuation .7 as Lhe answer to Lhe 

lieestion "what is Lhe type of region-1 7'. 
a is not present in any frame ia the family of.  f. In this case the system disregards Lhe query. 

43.2 Creation and Modtficagion of trames 
A trame f can be created before the execution of Lhe expert system. In this case, the user 
&germines Lhe nvfs (ci cti) to be attached to each slot si in S(f). The system makes sare that 
alet so, corresponding to the link, is created. ft also verifies that ali valuations aj take their 
-rabies ia j0, Il. 

Frame f can abo be created ar rnodified during run time, by performing Lhe actions 
-ontained ia Lhe right-hand side of a rale R under execution (here we only consider the case ia 

ch inferenee is done ming  Lhe forward-chaining mechanism IDK 77I). 
The creation of frame f occurs if Lhe right-hand side of mie R contains a clause referencing 

lie (yet inexistant) freme f and slot so. Otherwise Lhe system considera the action as a 
_odification of freme: ff the slot already exista Lhe new value completely overrides Lhe older 
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one ; otherwise the new slot is simply created with the new value. In either case (creation or 
modification), Lhe valuation to be attached to a slot is calculated using the valuation from Lhe 
mie, Lhe specific valuation for the slot (given ia the conciusion of the rule) and Lhe valuation 
calculated for Lhe prernise of the role. 

The treatment given to Lhe creation and tire modification of a trame f by a role is uniform. Let 
R be a rule R = If cpj and g2 and ... and em then Vti and ... and tpk, where both the (Ws and 
the4s's reference slots ia trames. Ride R stands ia fact for k fonnulae (q9( A..A gen 10 (3), 1 s 

isk, where p is Lhe valuation of rule R. Tire qj's are given by clames of the type (f (s c)), and 
the 45's are given by clauses aí the type (f (s (c a))), where f is a trame, s is a slot, c a value 
and a a valuation, ((c a) is thus an nvf attached to s ia 1). 

Let (c ai) be Lhe pair (value valuation) given to slot si by the right-hand side of R, and 6 be 
Lhe valuation obtained by Lhe system for Lhe left-hand side of R. Then the pair (c min(6, p, ai)) 
will be attached to slot s i  ia f. 

Note that valuations cij and p are known to the system before the execution process starts. 
Therefore, it seerns unnecessary to have Lhe mie valuation 13, since it could be incorporated 
directly ia Lhe slots valuations. In other words, instead of (ci Si) we could attach 
(ci rnin(k, 	stot s ia f. We have chosen to keep Lhe rule valuation (3 ia our framework 
because it cm help Lhe conflict resolution module to order Lhe rules. For instance, if in an 
application we want that a single ride be fired per cycle, we can ehoose Lhe mie Rk which has 
Lhe highest valuation min(k, (3k), where stands for Lhe valuation calculated for Lhe left-hand 
side of Rk, and 131, stands for Lhe mie valuation of Rk. 

As an example of Lhe use of rules, let os suppose that ia our base we have a frame "region-
1" baving lhe slot "father" with nvf (area-1 .7) and the slot "texture" with nvf (t1 .8). 
Let R = 1 f (x (texture t1)) then (x (class (hear-soil .9)), be a rule ia Lhe system with rule 
aluation p = 1. Substituting x as "region-l" ia rule R yields Lhe nvf (ti .8) ia Lhe left-hand 

sitie of Lhe role. Following the notation given above we have p 1, 6 = .8, and a = .9. The 
application of the Me wili then produce nvf (bear-soil min(.8, 1, .9)), which thus gives nvf 
(bear-soil .8) as Lhe final result (see Fig. 2). 

4.4 The Use of Possibilistie Logic in Sentantie Nets 
In the trame formalisrn show above, each slot ia a trame may have only one valne ; including 
Lhe slot "father", which stands for Lhe link bctween a trame and Lhe trame directly above it ia tire 
liame hierarchy. The values ia lhe slots may be pervaded with uncertainty, but only a single 
value per slot is allowed ; we are not interested in Lhe olhei' possible values, ar the negation of 
lhe value. That is not Lhe case ia the semantic nets paradigm. In this formalism Lhe negation of a 
hypothesis is present, even if implictly, by Lhe negative link (see Fig. 3.a). 

To make this duality character clearer, a semantic net with positive and negative links will 
here be represented using only positive tiniu but where the nades are split ia two nortes: a 
positive and a negative nade. In ciar new semantic neta fonnalism, a positive link to a node k 
ia the formem formalism, is now represented by a link to a (positive) node k. In this case_ 
nothing really changes. However, a former negative link to a node k is now represented by a 
link to a (negative) node -4. In other words, we have transferred the negation on a link to lhe 
node at the end of Lhe link. Furthermore, in this new formalism, only positive nodes can 
propagate information (see Fig. 3.b). 

A first approach to incorporate Lhe possibilistic framework ia the semantic neta paradigm 
would be to assign a valuation 13 to each link (f, g), where f is a positive nade and g either a 
positive ora negative nade. That is, this information would be represented as a pair (f -> g 131, 
meaning tirai N(f -> g) B. To determine Lhe final pair (value valuation) on a node of interest k 
ia Lhe formei-  fonnalism, we would propagate iaformation on Lhe links in Lhe new formalisrr 
and evaluate Lhe resulta in -andes k and -4. Tire direct implementation of this approach leads tr. 
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pinai inconsistency, since ia the possibilistic paradigm if we have a hypothesis h such that 
J1.10 > O, then we should have N(-1h) = O if the norrnalization condition is taken into account. 
h °cher words, the valuations on nades k and 	could not be strictly positive at lhe same 

if lhe system is to be formally sound. 

a) 	 b) 
Fig3 Semantic net in: a) formalism with negative Iinka, b) formalism with positive and negative nodes 

Vits propose here to make a short detour on the basic PL1 forrnalism ia arder to avoid partia) 
arconsisteney : we use possibility distributions to deal with pari of the tre-atment of uncertainty 

siemantic nets, instead of using exclusively neeessity measures as ia the franze formal iam. Of 
mane, onee we have a possibility distribution we can derive a necessity measure. What we 
ptçose here is ia fact to use the mathematics of possibility theory to perforrn calculations ia dhe 
aeasuitic neta forrnalism, and only when a final resulting possibility distribution is obtained, to 
ira to the more synthetic logical possibilistic paradigrn. 

4.4.1 Possibility Distributions and Semantie Nets 
now discuss Lhe general Framework envolving possibility distributions and semantic nets. 

expiai» our approach using the example depicted in Fig. 3.a, taken from [Tou 84]. 
Rg_ 3.b shows lhe same example using our fonnalism, where only one type of link is 

Every pair of positive/negative nades in lhe new fortnalisrn represents the non-
negated/aegated propositions that represent lhe values of a variable. We have Lhe following 
aeniables and values : 

•iriable 	 Positive Value 	 Negative Value 
Eiephant 	 E 	 -' E 
anyal_E/ephant 	 R 	 -, R 
amas Elephant 	 C 	 --, C 
Gery 	 G  
Orle  

Ellen link is seen as a logical implication. For instance, lhe link in Fig.3.a between Clyde and 
Greus_Elephant is represented by Y -> C, and the negative between Royal_Elephant and 
--•-zy is represented by E -> -G. The relations in our example are : 

: R -> E 
	

174: C->R 
R2: E->G 
	

Rs: Y->C 
R3: R -> 	 R6: Y -> E 
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These relations (i.e. Lhe links) may convey information considered to be certlin, like "Royal 
elephants are elephants" and "No royal elephant is gray". They may, on the other hand convey 
information pervaded with uncertainty, like "Most circus elephants are royal elephants", or 
"Myst elephants are gray", based on statistics, and "There are reasons to think that Clyde is a 
circus ele phant but one is not sttre''. based on personal intuition. Here we will represent Lhe 
uncertainty on each link by a possibility distribution on a bi-dimensional space. In a real 
application, these distributions can be obtained from an expert in a very simple manner. At this 
poi lit however we will suppose they are direetly given to Lhe system as such. The distributions 
representing the knowledge base of our example are depicted in Fig. 4. 

e. 

-r 

.4 ,  

R, E R,-E 	-R, E -R,-E 
1 	1 

E, O 	E,-G -E,  

2r3 314 I . 17 1 
R, G 

1 	 • 
R,-G 	-R, (3 	-R,-G 

1 
C, R -C, R 	-C,-R 

as,  716 
1 - I 	- 

• e. 
Y, C Y,-C -Y, C -Y,-C 

Fig 4. Pessibility chstributions representing lhe uneertainty on Lhe links ia a sernantic net 

4.4.2 Inferenee on Possibilistk Semantie Nets 
Inference in a classical semantic net consists ia propagating information from a start node and 
verifying if Lhe property represented on Lhe nade of interest is satisfied or not, e.g. we 
propagate information from node Clyde to find out if it is gray or not. In our forrnalism, 
inference is done using Lhe conjunction/projection process shown ia Section 4.1. 

In our example, we would insert on the knowldge base the possibility distribution n7 for 
variable Clyde, given by 1(7(Y) I, and n7(- ,Y) = O, and propagate infonnation until variable 
Gray. In Lhe first cycle of Lhe application of the conjunction/projection procedure, distributions 
7v7 (representing the information on variable Clyde), and distribution n5 (Lhe relation between 
variables CIyde and Circus Elephant, representing the statement "Clyde is surely a circus 
elephant"), are combined yielding distribution rrs on variable Circus_Elephant (see Fig. 5). 

Also ia the first cycle, distributions nt, and 1(7 are combined ytelding a distribution 
regarding variable Elephant. After applying this procedure successively on ali nodes in Lhe net, 
we obtain as Lhe final result concerning variable Gray Lhe distribution it given by n(G) = .7, 
and 3r(-,G) = .4. We normalize this result and obtain n(G) = 1, and n(-- ,G) = .57. The 
necessity that Clyde is a gray elephant is thus N(G) = 1 - .57 = .43. This result bring os 
finally back to Lhe PLI Jogical formalism : (G . 43) is lhe corresponding necessity-valued 
formula. 

Jr2. 

r 
 Y, E Y,-E E -5),--E 
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Fig 5. Ilustration of lhe proeess of conjunetton/projection 

4.4.3 Crendo!' and Modification of Possibilistie Semantic Neta 
The nodes and links in a semantic net can be created before the execution of the expert system. 

this case, Lhe user determines the valuation ato be (initially) attached to each link and Lhe 
system rnakes sare that O a_.ç 1. The system then proceeds in the foliowing manner. 

L,et a be Lhe start nade and b Lhe end node of a link is-a in the net, and a the valuation ou 
ihe link. In our new semantic net formalism node a (mspec. b) is transformed in a positive node 
A and a negative node --A (respec. B and --B). Then, considering that IRA -> B) = 1 and 
NA -> B) = a, a distribution for the relation A -> B is created in the following manner 

	

sitA,B) = 2r,(-A,B) = 	= 1, and n,(A, -e) = 1 - a. This transforrnation of neeessity 
and possibility measures luto possibility distributions is justified by the principie of minimum 
specificity [DP 861. After Lhe distribution is created, inheritance is dealt with as specified in 
Seetion 4.4.2. The sante reasoning process applies when we have nades a and b connected by a 

-not-a link. In this case we consider that 11(A -> - ,13) .= 1 and N(A -> --B) = a, and 
mastruct Lhe possibility distribution accordingly. 

The nodes and links can also be created or modified during run time, by perfonning the 
aetions contained In Lhe right-hand ride of a rule R under execution (again we oniy consider the 
cne in which inference is done usina the forward-chaining mechanism [DK 771). 

The creation of a node or link occurs if the right-hand side of rede R contains a clause 
refere n cing the (yet inexistant) node or frarne. Otherwise Lhe system considers the acti on as a 
arodification of Lhe semantic net : if a link between two nodes already exists the new 
adorroation completely overrides Lhe older one. In either case (creation or modification), the 
Inwation to be initially attached to a link is calculated using Lhe valuation calculated for Lhe 
;Denise of Lhe rale, combined to Lhe valuation given in Lhe conelusion clause of interest. 

The treatment given to Lhe creation and the modification of a net by a rale is uniform. Let R 
be a rule R = If Ti and cp2 and ... and gh Men V] and ... and Tpk, where both the q:I's and the 
lit‘s refere nce nodel and links in Lhe net. Rale R stands in fact for k forrnulae na A...A Wn —›115, 
1 si s ir. The nj's are given by clauses of Lhe type (a 1 b), and the tá's are given by deuses of 
the type (a 1 b a), where a is Lhe start node, b Lhe end node, 1 the link between a and b (is-a or 
n-leot-a) and a a valuation for the rule considering that particular conclusion. 

Let (a is-a b) be a clause in Lhe premise of the rale under consideration. If there is a link 
betw een a and b, the system calculates Lhe valuation on Lhe link and sets it as Lhe valuation of 
Ibe clause. If there is a path between a and b but no direct unir, the valuation on the clause is 
auterred as specified in Section 4.4.2 (using Lhe positive and negative nodes derived from a,b, 
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and lhe other nodes in the path). The final result obtained ou node b is transfortned jato a 
valuation, and this is ccmsidered as the valuation of the clause. The same reasoning applies for a 
link is-not-a. 

After calculating lhe valuation for each clause in lhe prennse, wc take their minimum as the 
valuation for lhe premise, which is then eombined with the valnation in the conclusion clause of 
interest (again with lhe minimum). The final valuation is then attached to the link between lhe 
nodes of that conelusion clause. 

5. Conclusion 
We have presented lhe first formal developments of lhe uncertainty management module of 
tool clesigned to allow lhe construction of customized expert system shells according to lhe 
charaeteristics of the target problem. The boi is capable of handling different knowledge 
representation paradigms. Its implernentation lias been motivated by the need to construct 
experta systems with different leveis of complexity ia the domain of image processing. 

We presented here the way our tool uses logie PLI to deal with uncertainty in lhe logical, 
frame and semantic net knowledge representation models. To apply logie PL1 to these 
formalisms it was necessary to take jato account the sernantics of inheritanee adopted in them. 
Logic PL1 is the single uncertainty model provided by lhe tool so kr; in the future, we intend 
enrich lhe boi with other uncertainty models. 

Two initial applications are being developed using expert system shells generated by lhe 
tool: a tneteorological radar image interpretation system [SB 92], and a remote sensing satelite 
image interpretation system. 
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